,

Women’s softball team cleans up

Weekend outlook

.4.,

Looking for something to do this weekend?

Spartans sweep Santa Clara with 2-0 and 8-0 victories.

Check out the Daily’s ’CenterStage’ pullout.
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Two more students attacked at university ATM lot
Andrew Finkelman
Daily staff %max

Approximately 15 to 20 males allegedly ’When she tried to get up she
punched and kicked an SJSU student as
she came to the aid of a friend who was
also getting beaten by the same group,
according to a University Police Depart- complaining of stomach pains. Dr. Neal,
who treated Tucker, ended up filing the
ment report.
The victim, 20-year-old Rochelle ’nick- UPD report the following day, according
er, refused to report the incident to the to UPD Sgt. Bruce Lowe.
The alleged attack occurred in the same
UPD, which Lt. Shannon Maloney said
"could have allowed us to catch them." parking lot adjacent to the automated teller
Instead she went to the Health Center machines where another student was

was repeatedly knocked back down to the ground.’
Lt. Shannon Malone,
University Police Department
knifed and robbed Feb.12.
’flicker was allegedly assaulted Sunday
night after leaving a Student Union dance
sponsored by Phi Beta Sigma Fraternity,
Maloney said.
Tucker and her friend left the dance
around 2 am. and were walking in lot five

between the Student Union and the modular offices when they came upon the suspects. The group then started to touch
Tucker’s friend. When she told them to
stop, they punched her in the face knocking her down, Maloney said in relating the
story.

700 courses
may be cut

Members
appointed
to board

$14 million
shortfall blamed

By Brooke Shelby Biggs
Dag,/ staff writer

Four new members will bring
new blood and new politics to the
Human Relations Board, President
Gail Fullerton announced this
week.
New appointee Scott Rice, an
English professor, has been a critic
of the board since its inception. He
said he may prove to be the firebrand of the bunch because he
believes the reports of racism on
campus arc ’greatly exaggerated."
"You know the saying, ’When
you’re a hammer, everything looks
like a nail.’ By its very existence, a
board like this encourages people
to be thin-skinned," Rice said. "By
and large, considering our population of 35,000, SJSU is a very tolerant community."
Rice resents recent assertions
that the university is racist and
homophobic"; and will represent
that position on the board, he said.
"I may soon be rejected like a
bad organ," Rice said. "but there
should be someone on the board
who’s not ’politically correct.
For the "politically correct" factions, the appointment of Judy
Rickard, publicity director for continuing education, came as a relief.
Gay and lesbian organizations on
campus favored the appointment,
according to Wiggsy Sivertsen.
SJSU counselor and gay -rights
activist. Sivertsen had publicly
protested the lack of a gay
appointee to the board.
Rickard said that while she is
active in campus and community
gay rights organizations, she will
not u.sc her position on the board
solely to champion gay causes.
"I will make sure that when
we’re considering campus issues,
all points of view are included,"
Rickard said last week.
Bobbyc Gorenbcrg, graduate
coordinator of nursing and chairelect to the Academic Senate, said
she sees her role as much the same.
See ROAR!), page 4

By Robert W. Scoble
Daily staff waiter

Kan Wong

Bronze queen

By Carolyn Swart
Deity staff miler
Opening his speech with the
quote, "Discrimination in employment is one of the pillars of the
outhouse in a big house of unfairness and unjustness," Professor
Lamont W. Allen discussed the
problem of prejudice in the workplace Tuesday night.
The lecture, entitled "Discrimination in Employment," was held
in the Loma Prim room of the
Student Union in front of a crowd
of about WO. The talk ranged from
the struggle of African -Americans
to fight in the Army during the
Civil War to their disproportionate
numbers in the Persian Gulf.
Professor Allen, a writer for the
National Association for the
Advancement of Colored People’s
newsletter in Palo Alto, received

his BS degree in political science
and law degree at Santa Clara University.
Discrimination in employment
is often decided, according to
Allen, by "age, sex, national origin, and economic (factors)."
As evidence of discrimination of
blacks in the workplace. Allen
explained. "statistics show us that
in the black race... 11.4 percent of
males over the age of16 arc unemployed as compared to 4.7 percent
for white males. That’s more than
doubled."
Making it clear that blacks were
not the only ones discriminated
against, Allen said, "I think it’s
important that everyone recognize
and understand that employment
discrimination goes across the
board. Females have to deal with
it."
Discussing the struggles of
blacks in the past against discrimination in employment. Allen
explained that, as seen in the
movie "Glory", blacks often had to

Daily staff pholographer

Junior art student Diana Otwell sculpts a
wax model for a bronze mold in the cast
metalworks class run by the art department.

Professor discusses prejudice in workplace
Lecture ranges from the
struggle of African
Americans to Civil War

Tucker then came to help her friend,
and was hit on the right side of the face,
knocked down and kicked in the stomach.
When she tried to get up she was repeatedly knocked back down to the ground.
Another group of unknown men then
came over to the fight and told the attackers to leave, which they did, Maloney stated.
No descriptions of the suspects were
given, and none of them are believed to be
students.

die to be accepted.
"One of the points you have to
understand is that during the
18(X)s, black soldiers . . . had to
really fight just to get in the army
so they could die."
Allen mentioned that many
times black people will forget that
they are black, until they are
reminded by employment discrimination.
". . . and they walk around
thinking that everything’s hokeydokey. hokey-dokey, and then you
get slapped in the face, and you
find out that it’s not all right."
SJSU English Associate Professor Shelby Steele’s book, "The
Content of Our Character," was
also discussed. In it. Steele
explained why he was against
affirmative action.
"I believe in affirmative action,"
said Allen. "It is a step in the right
direction. One of the passages ... I
read where Professor Shelby said
See ALLEN, page 4

SJSU students may have 700
fewer classes to choose from next
semester as the university tries to
deal with more than $14 million in
budget cuts.
According to members of the
Academic Senate, if the numbers
are correct the university may have
to cut up to $5 million from teachers’ salaries.
Already, part-time hiring has
been frozen until the university
gets a clearer picture of what the
business situation will look like.
While students and teachers
may be alarmed at the situation,
some academic senators say that
the budget crisis will put temporary instructor’s jobs in risk of
being cut the most. "They’re in a
difficult situation," David McNeil,
SJSU history professor, said.
"Their working lives are poor
and their working conditions are
terrible," he said. Many of the
temporary instructors share offices
and phones and some of them
teach at other colleges.
The statewide Academic Senate
raised some concerns that the parttime faculty was being over used,
McNeil said. The university likes
pan -time instructors because it is
cheaper to hire them because they
teach more classes for less money
and don’t get as many benefits as
full-time teachers. They also do
not receive annual raises and promotions.
Part-time instructors arc in a difficult situation because they are
the first to be cut from the payroll
and they have little or no assurance that they will be rehired next
year. McNeil said.
Some of the pan -time instructors that arc teaching this semester,
he said, probably won’t be asked
back for next year. While that is an
easy way to cut people off of the

payroll students are the most likely
to feel the repercussions of such a
plan.
That’s because the schedule for
next fall must be at the printers by
April, but the university won’t
know exactly how bad the budget
problem is until probably May or
June. The final budget might not
be released until August and
administration officials say the
problem seems to be getting worse
rather than better.
Administrators are keeping
most of the classes in the schedule
that they would offer in a normal
budget year. This will greatly
affect whether students will get
into classes that they will be
assigned by the Touch-SJSU system, said Edgar Chambers, associate executive vice president of
Admissions and Records.
Most students, he said, will use
the Touch SJSU system to register
for classes before the middle of
August but when they show up for
class they may find that several of
their classes have been cancelled.
This might cause add and drop
lines to become much longer than
the 45 -minute wait that students
found this semester.
While general education classes
may be protected from being cut,
smaller classes may be cut as fulltime faculty are pulled from the
more specialized classes to teach
the classes that pan-timers used to
teach. "It would be bad for the
major," McNeil said.
Only 800 of the approximately
2,000 faculty are full-time. Arlene
Okerlund told the Academic Senate on Monday that a million dollars will pay 24 faculty members
who teach about 12 units each. So
$5 million represents 1,4(X) classes
every year or 700 a semester,
which is about 10 percent of the
classes that the university offers.
"It’s just a horrible situation for
everybody," said Sybil Weir, the
interim associate academic vice
president for faculty affairs. "It’s
going to be rotten."

Lecture marathon will explore diverse
spectrum or issues related to downtown
By Lorrie Vino
Daily stall writer

A marathon lecture series will
take off on a 12 -hour journey at
8 am. Friday at the Engineering
Auditorium in a joint presentation by university scholars and
San Jose city professionals.
The Lecture- A-Thon. sponsored by the Phi Kappa Phi
Honor Society, will cover a
broad spectrum of subjects.
exploring how issues such as
water, transportation, and business-marketing in the downtown
affect both the student population and the community as a
whole.
Twelve different subjects are
scheduled for discussion, with
perspectives presented by a city
and a university leader for each
topic. Lectures will explore

aspects of demography, business.
performing ans, and public safety, to name a few, and will last
half-an -hour each.
The impetus for creating the
marathon speaking event is to
raise money for a "President’s
Scholarship," according to Mara
Southern, director of testing and
evaluation and secretary for Phi
Kappa Phi. It would be awarded
to a freshman minority student
based on academic excellence
only, rather than financial need.
"Let us find an under-represented student who has an exemplary scholarship record but who
probably wouldn’t qualify for
any financial aid," Southern said.
John Williams, geology
department chair and president
of Phi Kappa Phi SJSU chapter.
said the angle of this year’s lee.-

ture is to encourage an open dialogue between the university and
the city, where lines of communication regarding each other’s
needs have been poor at best.
"We’re all living and working
on the same piece of ground, the
city of San Jose, of which (the
university) is a large portion of
the population," Williams said.
"Here’s the opportunity for communication and understanding."
Guest speakers from the community include Mike Honda.
who serves on the Santa Clara
County Board of Supervisors;
Steven Tadesco. president of the
San Jose Chamber of Commerce:
Luis Hernandez, deputy chief of
San Jose Police Department. and
James Beall, councilman of the
San lase City Council.
See LECTURE, page 4
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EDITORIAL

Design program’s flaws

Players need a spanking
semester, we wrote an
Last
editorial in praise of the
Spartan football team
because we believed their hard
work and gritty effort earned them
the title as the Cal Bowl
champions. And they deserved it.
But enough is enough. The team
within the last year has exhibited
behavior off the field that can be
likened to a street gang.
Last week, at least 10 members
of the SJSU football team
verbally accosted a parking
monitor for doing her job.
Whether ticketing some of the
players cars was justified is
irrelevant. If they had a
discrepancy, let them go through
the legal channels of the petition
process.
But surrounding and allegedly
shaking the monitor’s vehicle
violently to vent their frustration
over a parking citation discredits

the organization as a whole.
And flouting their belligerence is
not an isolated event. Last year a
total of six members of our
Spartan champs were involved in
a brawl at a downtown nightclub
on two separate occasions.
This diminishes the values of
tolerance and civil behavior we
supposedly espouse at our
university. Any group bearing the
SJSU name should act as such.
Terry Shea was
When
inaugurated as head
coach, he said he would
be sensitive about the image of
his team. So far he’s proved his
worth as a football coach, but not
as a disciplinarian, which is also
part of the job description.
Now that’s it’s the off-season,
incorporate a little baby-sitting
into the football program.
And they deserve it.

REPORTER’S FORUM
ROBERT W. SCOBLE

When compassion
overcomes hatred
I was homophobic.
No, I wasn’t the gay bashing type. I
wouldn’t call a gay a fag to his face.
You wouldn’t find me making fun of a
lesbian as being someone who wants to
be a man.
My voice wouldn’t be heard on the
Gay and Lesbian Alliance’s phone
answering machine spewing hateful
diatribes against gays.
-My type of homophobia was different.
I didn’t care about them or their
problems. When they received a
domestic partners bill passed in San
Francisco, I didn’t care. Part of me
wanted to be intolerant and force them
to live "the proper lifestyle," but I
would never have advocated any such
policy publicly.
When I heard that many gays were
pushed to drugs and unsafe sex in bath
houses because of alienation from
society, I didn’t care.
They weren’t people, in my eyes.
Anyone who was gay was someone I
didn’t want to be associated with. When
I went to church, we learned that gays

were sinners unless "they weren’t
practicing."
In junior high, everyone knew that to
be considered a gay would have lowered
your social standing considerably. If you
were considered a gay, that made you a
favorite target for the school bully.
I never thought that I would be
homophobic because I remember what
being beat up was like. I was the school
sissy. I remember being called a faggot.
I remember what it was like not to fit in.
But I still became homophobic because
I didn’t care.
After all, AIDS wasn’t my problem,
it’s a gay disease, so I thought. Who
cared if a bunch of people kill
themselves by having unsafe sex? In
fact, why do gays need to be so forceful
about their sexuality? I didn’t
understand why gays needed to have
special rights. I never considered them
as normal. I just wanted them to go
away.
It was hard to sympathize with them
because saying that you are for gay
rights is almost as bad as admitting you

Editor’s note: Normally the Spartan
Daily refuses to publish any letter that has
not been endorsed. However, when
protecting the identity of the author seems
warranted, we will make an exception.
Such is the case of the following letter to
the editor.
Editor,
This letter is in reference to Precy
Correos’s Feb. 7 article, "Graphic design
entry proves tough process."
Here are some basic fallacies that govern
the graphic design portfolio review:
I. "We used to let everybody in but our
space allocation to schedule classes have
been very bad."
How can space determine acceptance
into a program at a state university? Is the
review’s stringency based on how many
chairs are available in certain classrooms,
or on the students’ ability to perform at
upper division level? It is old news that

Solution to overcrowding
Editor,
The Event Center at SJSU has been a
welcome addition to our campus.
Unfortunately, it is still plagued with
overcrowding problems within the fitness
room. As most of us have experienced,
there is usually a waiting list in excess of
are gay. And all of my friends were
homophobic too.
No one I know says it is good to be
gay. No one said that it is normal. I only
have one associate who is gay and I
didn’t feel comfortable around him
because my friends make fun of him
when he’s around.
So how can I come to the conclusion
that gays are normal?
Jim Walters changed my mind.
I never knew him but his friends
showed me how to open my mind to
people who are different. How to accept
people. How to love people.
When the AIDS quilt came last week,
I thought it would be cool to check it
out. It shocked me.
All those names: women, children,
babies and men. And now SJSU has a
name on the quilt. It woke me up and
made me feel guilty about my
homophobia.
I never thought I would cry. Those
names haunted me. So today I am
coming out of the closet.
No, I’m not gay, but I am for gay
rights. It is time we all cared about those
names. Unfortunately it is too late for
people like Jim Walters who gave thcir
lives to wake me up.
I just hope that there will be a day
when the war against AIDS and
homophobia has been wonand the
quilt can he put in a closet and
forgotten.

the Art building is inadequate shelter for
all the art and design classes; but is that a
reason not to admit more than six students
to the review each semester?
2. "A few malcontents will always be
around. Not everybody gets to become a
doctor.. . maybe their strengths are
somewhere else like photography or
illustration."
This statement implies, "we don’t let
people into the program if they do not
conform." Any student of medicine,
provided they can afford those studies and
work hard, can become a doctor, or a
surgeon, or a pediatrician. Graphic design
is just as diverse, but the review panel
seems to only see one color in the entire
spectrum. Laming Stem’s comment is not
only patronizing, it also keeps the graphic
design department conveniently isolated
from student sentiment, as evidenced in
the article by the students’ request for
anonymity. Not to mention that his elitist
beliefs are oxymoronic at a public
institution. Many students attend SJSU

because it is the only alternative to a
private art school. Not everyone can
afford a $40,000 Bachelor of Arts from
the Art Center.
One student, Greg Uchishiba, remarks
that SJSU’s graphic design standards are
necessary and socially responsible in that
the world with
they provide
internationally competitive designers. If
there is a social responsibility here at all,
it is to furnish the 21st century with
diverse and morally responsible designers.
I would also like to add that if the stop
sign has become universal, it is only
because it has become familiar to us
through repetition; not because "the
design communicates the message." A red
and white octagon does not innately mean
"STOP."
Needless to say, I am one of the
"dissed:" discontented and disgruntled. I
have put off submitting my portfolio yet
another semester in an attempt to avoid
rejection. I cannot jeopardize my chances,
so please withhold my name. Thank you.

an hour to use the Lifecycles and
Stairmaster machines. While there is
sometimes waiting for the free weights
and other equipment, it rarely eases up,
regardless of what time you arrive.
My solution is somewhat simple. Taking
into account that the pro shop has recently
closed and there is a vacant room
available, why not move the Stairmaster
and Lifecycle equipment into it? If
memory serves, the Spartan Daily
published an article last year which
discussed the problems of the Event
Center. It stated that the wall that the
fitness room shares with the aerobics
room can be moved to expand the
workout area. Instead of spending the
time and money to tear the wall down and
replace it, why not spend that same

money on more Lifecycles and
Stairrnastcrs and place them in the old pro
shop room along with the existing
equipment.
This would also leave room for new
equipment in the fitness room. There
would be no need to hire additional staff
members since the individual who
monitors the door could also monitor the
stationary bikes and stair machines. I
realize that there is always the issue of
available funds to finance such a
purchase, especially after the cost
overruns incurred during construction, but
using the facility has become more of an
inconvenience lately.
Rafael Robles
Director, Event Center

Robert W. Scoble is a Spartan Daily
staff writer.
CDCZ KiNDER-Get.TTLECZ A1,11:,
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PERSPECTIVE
Do you feel Gov. Pete Wilson’s proposed $78 fee increase is justified?
A lot of students are transferring
and going to junior colleges because
of the fees already. The raised 20
percent is going to cause a lot of
students to think twice about going to
a four-year university.

H. Joseph
Pearson
III
Computer
Engineering,
freshman,
18

Keith
McGuire
Criminal
Justice,
senior,
22

I’m having a hard enough time as it
is paying for tuition. $78 dollars
doesn’t sound like a lot of money to
a lot of people but for students. . .
$20 is a lot of money. I’ll still be
paying my tuition but it’s going to be
a lot harder.

I’ve been going here five years and
I swear every year it (fees) has gone
up. Parking has gone up. books have
gone up. I thought a state school was
supposed to be cheaper than a UC
school . . it’s more or less them
nickel and diming us.

Jennifer
Chase
Occupational
Therapy,
senior,
24

Laura
Henderson
Business
Administration,
sophomore,
19
How could good education be
around if you don’t pay for it? The
state budget is being cut and if we
don’t pay more they’re going to cut
more teachers
. If they cut that I
think our education is going to be cut
too. It’s really not going to affect me
because my parents pay for it.

I think it is. I am sorry that it’s
going to hurt some people but I
assume there will be financial aid for
those people who are uniler real
hardship. In most other states people
pay a good deal more than we pay
here in California.

Rex
Burbank

ws

English/
Ilumanities
professor,
65
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Sparta( uide
a
SpartaGuide is a daily calendar available to SJSU students, faculty and
staff organizations at no charge
Forms are available in the Daily
newsroom, Wahlguist Library North
Room 104, and at the Information
Center of the Student Union (Letters
to the editor can also be submitted at
the Information Center) The deadline
is 10 a m The Daily s staff members
attempt to enter each item at least
two days before the date of the event
in addition to the day of the event
Limited space may force reducing the
number of insertions
TODAY
CLARK LIBRARY: Tours. 8 30 a m and
2 30 p m meet at the first floor display
case. call 924-2758
RE-ENTRY ADVISORY PROGRAM: Support group 12 30 p m 2 00 p m Administration Room 201 call 924-5930
CAMPUS MINISTRY: Bible study. Noon
S U Montalvo Room call 298-0204
RADICAL REALITY: Bible study and
prayer. Noon Spartan Memorial Chapel call
(415)961-5781
EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM:
Concerns about the war Faculty and Ste
Support group Noon Administration Room
269 call 924-5940
PRE-MED CLUB: Meeting Guest speaker
Dr Weiss pathologist from SJ Medical Cen-

ter 1 30 p m Duncan Hall Room 345 call
866-7060
PHYSICS DEPT.: Speaker Helen V Gourley of Systems Sciences Group. Topic
Working in the Industry 1 30 p rn Science
Bldg Room 251. call 924-5244
AM. INST. OF AERO 8 ASTRO: High
speed aerodynamics lecture. Noon 2 30
pm Engineering Bldg Room 288 call 9478740
SJSU SAILING CLUB: General membership meeting 7 00 pm SU Montalvo
Room. call 286-9688
MUSLIM STUDENTS ASSOCIATIC’
Weekly meeting and information 1 30 p m
S U Pacheco Room, call 241-0851 or 2887559
ASIAN BUSINESS LEAGUE: First meeting
of Spring 1991 semester. 400 pm.SU Almaden Room. call 996-9728
LESBIAN, GAY AND BISEXUAL ALLIANCE: Donahue -style discussion of outing 4 30 pm SU Guadalupe Room call
236-2002
CAREER PLANNING 8 PLACEMENT: Expanding Your Career Horizons, 5.00 p m ,
Career Resource Center Tours, 1:30 p m
Business Classroom 13. call 924-6033
AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL: General
meeting. 5 30 pm. SU Associated Students chamber, call 286-0512
CODA: Anonymous 12 -step program for
anyone with desire for healthy relationships

meeting. Noon to 1 00 pm Campus Chris.
tian Center. call 279-6257
EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM:
Faculty and Staff Discussion Concerns
About the War") Noon to 1 00p m Administration Building Room 269. call 924-5940
CATHOLIC NEWMAN COMMUNITY: -War
and Conscience dinner at 6 00 p m program at 700 pm Campus Christian Center. call 298-0204
CAMPUS LEFT: Students for Radical Political Economy. weekly meeting. 8 30 p m
S U Guadalupe Room. call 448-2750
SJSU PRE-DENTAL CLUB: Club meeting
and elections. 230 pm , BSA. Duncan Hall
Room 346. call 292-7118
ROTARACT: Old member new member
meeting. 7 pm , International Center, call
294-5457
FRIDAY
PHI KAPPA PHI: Honor Society Lecture-athon. 6’50 a.m to 8.30 p m Engineering
Auditorium. call 227-9098
L.D.S.S.A.:
Polynesian
12-30 pm.
S 7th Street

Forum Cultural Awareness
Culture
Elain Lualemaga.
LDSSA Student Center 66
call 286-3313

CLARK LIBRARY: Library Tours 1030
a m and 1 30 p m . meet at first floor display
case call 924-2818 or 924-2758

SAFER.: Santa Clara County Regional
Hemp Awareness Teach -in and Initiative
Training Noon Morris Daily Auditorium call
245-7641
CAREER PLANNING 8 PLACEMENT: Resume II 12 30 pm SU Costanoan Room
Career Resource Center Tour 1 30 p m
BC 13 call 924-6033
MATH 8 COMPUTER SCIENCE CLUB:
Lecture by Prof M Stanley on set theory
logic and the foundations of mathematics
2.30 p m MacOuarne Hall Room 322, call
244-9728
ORDER OF OMEGA: Greek Power
Workshop, 7 00 p m through Sunday call
287 7567 for location and information
CAMPUS MINISTRY: Taize. Prayer For
Peace 700 pm. Campus Christian Center, call 298-0204
RADICAL REALITY: Ch, Alpha Christian
Fellowship weekly Bible study worship service and fellowship 7 30 p m Duncan Hall
Room 135 call 415-948-0822
ALPHA PHI OMEGA: Pledge ceremony followed by dinner 6 p m Spartan Memorial
Chapel call 204-5457
INDIA STUDENTS ASSOCIATION: Gen
eral meeting 1 pm Pacheco rm Studem
Union: call 248-7838

Mother allegedly hires hit man to aid daughter’s
junior high school cheerleading team chances
A v. on tan
HOUSTON I AP)
described as "the ultimate stage
mother" is accused of trying to
hire a hit man to help get her
daughter on a junior high school
cheerleading squad.
Wanda Webb Holloway, 36,
was indicted Tuesday on charges
she offered a set of SI .500 diamond earrings as a "down payment" to kill the mother of her 13 year-old daughter’s rival for a
cheerleading slot .
Officers allege another $1,000
would have been paid after the intended victim, Verna Heath, was
killed.
Authorities say Holloway tried
extraordinary ways to get her
daughter. Shanna Harper, on the
cheerleading squad, but the girl
lost out to Amber Heath, 13.

daughter elected as a cheerleader
County narcotics agent George
Shanna was disqualified at one
I lolloway. who faces up to life
Helton was alerted to the plot by
Holloway’s former brother-in-law, in prison if convicted, is free on point because of her mother’s electioneering. Holloway had distribTerry Lynn Harper, described as $10,000 bond.
Helton described Holloway as uted pencils and rulers to students
"a credible person with no known
criminal history," according to pa- the "ultimate stage mother" for emblazoned with the words "Pico
pers authorities filed in court.
her five-year effort to have her Shanna Harper Cheerleader.’
But the Houston Chronicle reported Wednesday that Harris
County records show Harper has
convictions for delivery of methaqualone, or speed. in I9K I and
For Elementary and High School Students
drunken driving in 1985. The defense is expected to use that record
$8 per session (45 minutes)
in an attempt to discredit Harper.
Flexible hours
the newspaper reported.
Programs and materials provided
The grand jury charges say Ho)
’Immediate openings
loway hoped that Amber Heath
might he so overcome with grief at
her mother’s death that she would
Princeton Home Tutoring
drop out of cheerleader competi978-7574
Ili in ;it Johnson Junior Itish

Because many students are not on
campus everyday, YesterDaily
provides readers with a recap of
the previous issue’s top stories.
Approximately 10 SJSU football
players allegedly trapped a traffic
manager inside her vehicle, shouted
obscenities and "rocked her vehicle
back and forth."
SJSU’s faculty union lost several
members as a result of the union’s
decision to represent biology
instructor Thomas Balgooyen, who
was convicted of illegally
transporting a protected Oregonian
salamander.
A crowd of about 2? 00 students
participated in a walkout protesting
the Persian Gulf War. Organizers,
Student Coalition Against the War,
were disappointed by the lack of
enthusiasm on campus.

Today’s forecast
Variable high clouds into
the evening. Filtered
sunlight. Morning lows
in the mid 40s. High
around 68 degrees.
Light winds.

Friday’s forecast
Continued variable high
clouds. Morning lows in
the low 40s. Cooling
trend continues with a
high of 64 in the
afternoon.
National Weather
Service

Communicate in Color
Now at Kinko’s
Canon Color Laser Copies
Presentations
Displays
Charts/Graphs

Transparencies
Sales Flyers
.Even Copy From Slides!

kinko’s

TUTORS NEEDED

the copy center
OPEN 24 HOURS A DAY, 7 DAYS A WEEK
295-4336
310 S. Third St.
San Jose, CA 95112
Across from McDonald’s

_The Honor Society of PM Kappa Pht.,--

You told us
keep it simple
and make it easy.

OUR TOWN: A CITY/CAMPUS DIALOG FOR THE 9WS

7:00am to 8:30pm, Friday, February 22, 1991
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And the result is the
easy -to-use IBM Personal System/2.
With its reloaded software, including
Microsoft Windows", 3.0, just turn on the PS/2
and you’re ready to go. Watch your ideas quickly
come to life in papers, graphics, lab reports and
even spreadsheets.
Plus, you can easily work on more than one
project at a time. Simply click your mouse to
choose from a variety of programs. And our
special student price makes it easier to own.’
./

.

And on a different note, you can get a great
low price on the Roland) Desktop Music System
that transforms your
IBM PS/2 with Micro
Channel into an
exciting, comprehensive music maker.
It was easy making
the IBM PS/2 easy to
riermsa5mmea,
use. You told us how
nal
and we listened.

SEE THE IBM PS/2 ON DISPLAY IN THE SPARTAN BOOKSTORE

Professor

Ken 111...r. 4/10.1i ion and Mass Communications Chaimian
loh rtI ppnrh.-urnmr, Past Assistant Managing Fdit,w. Menial Nen.
Surf,I ikri hind. A, admit Vice President
Egerulagjagliege

Or call Arthur Jim at (408)452-4931, ext. 1102, to schedule a personal
demonstration w itth one of your SJSU IBM Collegiate Representatives. Be sure
to ask how IBM’s Loan for Learning program can help you finance your PS/2
at affordable interest rates.
Elligibk SJSU faculty and staff may also qualify for IBM’s specially discounted
educational prices
111%1 is pleased to sponsor Lecture-a-thtm in association with the SJSE
I hewer if l’hi kappa l’hi. See the IBM PS/2 at Lecture-a-thon, February
Feb. 22,11 the Engineering School.
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ALLEN
From page 1
that people died just so that they
could cat at the counter with white
people, there’s more to it than that.
"People died so that you could
have the right to vote. People died
so that every person in this country, regardless of race, creed, culture, national origin or color, can
do whatever they want to do within the bounds of law."
Concerning the Persian Gulf,
Allen noted that the military can
be a helpful alternative for underprivileged people. He is concerned, though, that as many as 40
percent of the military personell
are African-American.
"So if you start the ground war,
guess who’s going to die?," Allen
asked rhetorically.
One student asked Allen what

BOARD

Don Richey

Daily staff photographs*.

Instructor Ed Sobczak gives 2I -year -old senior Lisa Yahiro, a
business major, bowling tips during class. Sobczak’s human
performance class is taught in the Student Union Bowling Alley.

Bowling duet

Drought may slim cotton and rice growth
WASHINGTON (AP) The
California drought may make animpact in this year’s United States
cotton and rice production, the Agriculture Department said Wednesday.
Because of the drought, California farmers may not plant as much
cotton and rice as they indicated in
a recent survey, a department report said.
’’The state is the second largest
producer of both crops," it said.
"Growers there are enduring one
of the state’s longest and most severe droughts. And this year has
been among the driest ever."
According to the recent survey.
farmers nationally said they intend
to plant 4 percent more corn, I per-

’The state is the second largest producer of both
crops. Growers there are enduring one of the
state’s longest and most severe droughts. And this
year has been among the driest ever.’

etables is expected to he near normal because some water will be diverted from field crops, and many
growers depend on ground water
and water from the Colorado River
Basin."

Also. despite ’the
California Agriculture Department report drought. U.S. supplies of all major
livestock products are expected to
increase in 1991, the report said.
cent more soybeans, 2 percent large U.S. and global supplies, Beef and pork output is forecast to
more rice. 18 percent more cotton, wheat price have been depressed.
rise 2 percent each, while milk and
19 percent more sorghum, and 36
"Among California livestock egg production are each expected
percent more sunflowers than they producers. those with forage-based to increase about 1 percent.
did last year.
operations will he hit the hardest."
However, spring wheat plant- the report said. "Output of many
"Lower feed costs and recesings sere indicated to decline 13 field and forage crops will be down sion -muted demand will dampen
percent from 1990. reflecting sharply and prices will rise."
livestock prices, especially in the
farmers’ outlook for prices and
But the report added: "Still, the first half of the year." the report
costs of production. Burdened by state’s production of fruit and veg- said.

Cracked door hinges may
delay space shuttle mission
The doors arc supposed to close
once the external fuel tank drops
off shortly after liftoff. If the doors
are not sealed tightly when Discovery returns to Earth, the heat of
re-entry could destroy the shuttle.
Charles Stevenson. chief of the
orbiter
mechanical
systems
’What we would hope to branch. said Discovery’s two other
door hinges appear to be fine defind is something
spite earlier reports of cracks.
unique in the history of
NASA plans to decide within a
few days whether it is safe to
the Discovery processlaunch Discovery as
ing that could pinpoint around March 9 with the planned
cracked
hinges or whether repairs arc
when this happened
needed. The shuttle may have been
and why it happened.’
flying with the cracks for some
time without any problem, said
Bob Meek, John Fairey, a NASA official in
launch director, NASA charge of Discovery’s pre-launch
CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla.
The cracked door hinges
(AP)
threatening to delay Discovery’s
March military mission by several
weeks or more appear to he limited
to that space shuttle, NASA says.
A preliminary check of Atlantis

Killings at pizza parlor
similar to earlier shootings
SACRAMENTO (AP 1 Two employees of a pizza parlor were shot to death and a
third was critically wounded by
robbers believed to have gunned
down three people last week at a
convenience store, authorities
said Wednesday.
Sheriff’s
spokesman
Ed
Close said there were several
similarities between the killings
late Tuesday at a Round Table
Pizza in northeast Sacramento
County and an earlier, triple
homicide at a Quik Stop Market
one mile away.
"The time period that the
Quik Stop Market was robbed
was the same and the victims
were also shot in the head,"

Close said .
lie said there are no suspects
in either case.
The dead were identified by.
the Sacramento County coroner
as Sarah Crook. IS. of Carmichael and Kyle Reynolds. 20. of
Sacramento.
The third victim, identified as
30-year-old Andrea Coladangdo. was taken to the University
Medical Center in critical condition.
The shootings were discovered when employees of another
Round Table Pizza called the
other and did not get an answer.
They went to the restaurant and
found the three employees lying
in a rear kitchen area.

From page 1
"I wouldn’t presume to represent
any one group on campus. That
would be impossible," she said.
Gorenberg said she was invited
by Fullerton to serve on the board
to make the transition smoother
when she takes over leadership of
the Academic Senate.
"The board is in its infant state,"
Gorenberg said. "It’s priority at
this point, the way I see it, is to
keep busy defining its role."
She added that she would concern herself particularly with the
delineation of the board’s role with
that of the affirmative action committee in the Academic Senate.
Fullerton said that the appointment of student Kimberly Smith
came after Associated Students’
President Arneze Washington recommended her for the student
position just before he left the

LECTURE
From page 1
Several deans of the university will also participate in the
Lecture-A-Thon, including
Delores Escobar from the
School of Education and Jay
Pinson from the School of
Engineering.
Arthur Juc, president of the
Phi Kappa Phi student chapter,
stressed the importance of
bringing together campus and
city officials in an exchange of
ideas that could be beneficial to
both parties.
"The focus of the Lecture-AThon. .. is to discuss solutions
to the challenges that will face
us as a community and universi-

he thought would be an effective
affirmative action program, and
how far it should go.
An effective program "would be
one that would take into consideration the past problems of our society, and try to remedy them in the
best way that this current society
can," Allen answered.
Another student asked Allen
how he felt about racial quotas.
"There are some areas where I
feel quotas are necessary. There
are other areas where I think it
should be heads-up competition."
Allen also stated that he doesn’t
believe reverse discrimination
exists.
"You must be in power in order
to discriminate. Minorities, women
included, do not have the power to
discriminate; therefore I don’t
believe there is such a thing as
reverse discrimination."

The board is in its
infant state. It’s priority
at this point, the way I
see it, is to keep busy
defining its role.’
Bobbye Goren berg,
graduate coordinator
of nursing and chair-elect
to the Academic Senate
campus to go on active duty as an
Air Force reservist. Smith was not
available for comment.
The positions the four will fill
were left open for about four
months while Fullerton decided on
three qualified faculty members
and a student to fill them, according to Lori Stahl, public affairs
officer.
There are now 22 members on
the board. All four new members
attended their first board meeting
Feb. 7.

ty in the ’90s." Jue said.
Admission to the event is
free, with T-shirts given to individuals who donate money
towards the President’s Scholarship. Door prizes will be
awarded, and a catered reception will follow the lecture from
7:3() to 8:30 p.m.
This is the second Lecture-AThon presented by Phi Kappa
Phi. Last year’s event lasted an
exhausting 26 hours and,
according to Williams, raised
about $1,500.
"The first year we tried to do
something novel to get people’s
attention a little bit," Williams
said. "Once we convinced people that we existed and the program was valuable, we went to
a more traditional format."

Join us forBible Study, Prayer & Fellwship
Friday, Feb. 22 7:30 pm
DUNCAN HALL ROOM 135
GLTHST SPEAKER
JEFF’ JOHNSON
DELTA COLLEGE

Thursday, Feb. 21 Noon - 1 PM
!tilde Study in the Chapel
For more information
Call:
Campus Pastor
Gary Alldrin
14151 9N1-5781

REALITY

operations

and Columbia uncovered chipped
:paint on the hinges but no cracks,
launch director Bob Sieck said
Tuesday. Both shuttles will be examined more thoroughly, however, and their inspection records
will be reviewed.
, "We don’t have any reason to
believe it’s due to age or it’s generic." Sleek said. "What we
would hope to find is something
unique in the history of the Discovery processing that could pinpoint
when this happened and why it
happened. ’
: As engineers assessed the problem. Discovery’s seven astronauts
proceeded as planned with a twoday countdown demonstration test
that ends Wednesday.
Engineers initially feared all
three spaceships had cracks similar
’to the 2-inch-long gouges on two
of Discovery’s four door hinges.
Each of the two flapper doors, located on the belly of the shuttle,
has two aluminum hinges.
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Hoopsters host ranked team

Softball team continues early season
dominance over Bay Area opponents
By John Besse
Daily staff writer
The Spartans doubled their
pleasure Tuesday in a two-game
shutout against Santa Clara, adding another win to their 4-0
streak on the season.
Coach Kathy Strahan said she
was pleased with the teams performance.
We came out and took control early on," she said.
Sophomore
Lisa
Wehren
pitched all seven innings of the
first game, giving up no runs and
two hits, walking three Broncos
in the process. SJSU won 2-0.
The Spartans took the lead in
the top of the third inning via a
leadoff single by Laura Stankovich. Stankovich then stole second base, advanced to third on
Darcy Stapley’s ground out and
eventually scored on an error
brought about by Tracy Lopez’
grounder to short.
The Spartans added their final
run in the fourth after Mitzi
Zenger drew a walk, bringing
Tami Rudd to the plate. Two
consecutive passed balls sent
Zenger to third. Zenger waited at
the corner hag while Rudd and

By Jim Johnson
Daily stall wilier

added three bases to her single,
scoring on the error.
The Spartans added four more
runs that inning, one more in the
fourth inning and two more in the
fifth to give SJSU their second
win of the evening.
Eight of the Spartans got one
hit each dtling the game, with
Jackie Tawney and junior Paula
Lewis getting two RBI’s each to
lead the Spartans in the game.
Spartan pitcher Zenger gave
up one hit to the Broncos, and
walked none in all five innings
the sophomore pitched.
Strahan said that she was especially pleased with the Spartans
defensive play.
"We made some real nice
plays defensively," she said,
adding that "Jackie Tawney
made some outstanding plays."
In the Spartans’ first four
games of the season, four pitchers threw complete games, all
shutting out their opponents and
giving up a combined total of
four hits.
SJSU will visit San Francisco
State on Feb. 27 to try to continue their winning streak.

Jenny Cook both grounded out.
Zenger eventuallly scored on another passed ball while Stankovich waited at the plate. SJSU
and Wehren held Santa Clara
scoreless for the rest of the game.

’We made some real
nice plays defensively.’
- Kathy Strahan,
SJSU softball coach
As in the first game, the Spartans defeated Santa Clara in the
second match-up, handing the
Broncos an 8-0 loss after five innings of play.
The second game of the doubleheader went for only five innings because the two teams
made a pre-game agreement that
if one team is winning by eight
runs or more after five innings,
the game will end after the home
team takes their last at bat. Strahan said.
SJSU broke into the lead in the
second inning after Zenger lead
off with a single to centerfield.
The ball kept going, and Zenger

UNLV still national power in basketball
places front No. I 8 to No. 25 after tional champion UNLV remained
two straight conference losses. unbeaten with two more victories
Along with Seton Hall, the Noyes last week, running the Rebels’ record to 22-0 and keeping them the
lost to Connecticut.
The Pirates replaced Texas. unanimous choice for No. 1 with a
which split two games last week to clean sweep of the 63 first-place
votes.
slip out of the rankings.
The Runnin’ Rebels, who exsecond-ranked
Meanwhile,
Ohio State was unable to make any tended their nation’s-longest winheadway despite a dramatic, dou- ning streak to 33, pulled down 1,ble-overtime victory over fourth- 575 points in the nationwide
balloting of sports writers and
ranked Indiana.
That’s because defending na- broadcasters.

(API - With UNLV winning,
there was no room at the top for
Ohio State. But Seton Hall found
some room at the bottom of the
The Associated Press college basketball poll.
The Pirates, who have bounced
in and out of the polls all season,
made it back in Monday as No. 24
after key Big East victories over
Georgetown and Pittsburgh.
Seton Hall squeezed in ahead of
Georgetown, which plunged seven

Men’s golf team in Hawaii for sprmg invitational
Daily staff report
The SJSU men’s golf team is enioying the Hawaiian sunshine and
green grass today.
The team participates in the
John Burns Invitational in Kaneohe. Hi. today through Saturday.
Richard Yokota, Bob Siravo.
Jeff Arneson and Sal Enriquez all
made the trip for SJSU. New team
member Tom Wolliver also joined
the Spartans for their tropic tournament. Wolliver transfered from
U S. International in San Diego
when the school went bankrupt.

1990-91 SJSU men’s golf statistics
Rounds Total

Player

Average Best Finish

2
6

233
1094
1093
1096
716
879
165
498

77.6
78.1
78 1
78.3
796
79.9
825
83 0

313

sna

79.1

Richard Yokata
Bob Siravo
Jeff Arneson
Sal Enriquez
Brian Paulson
Barry Evans
Tony Bordwell
Brian Tucker

3
14
14
14
9

Totals

11

27th 19th 19th
13th17th.
17th 59th 74th -
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Hammond Bell Inv.
Bruin Desert Classic
Bruin Desert Classic
Ping/Tour Tulsa
Hammond Bell Inv.
Ping/Tour Tulsa
Bruin Desert Classic
Rebel Golf Classic

5th - Hammond Bell Inv.

Its time once again for the
SJSU men’s basketball team to
play a nationally ranked Big West
Conference opponent.
Only this time it isn’t UNLV.
The Spartans (7-17 overall, 5-10
in conference) host New Mexico
State (19-3, 11-2) at the Event
Center on Saturday at 7:30 p.m.
The Aggies are ranked No. 15 in
the nation.
At first glance, this would seem
to be an obvious mismatch. SJSU
hasn’t won a game against New
Mexico State since 1987, and the
Aggies beat the Spartans 88-58 in
the first meeting between the two
teams this season at Las Cruces.
But Spartan guards Philip
Crump and Mike Wasserburger,
who hit a controversial 3-pointer at
the buzzer to beat Fresno State 7271 on Saturday, disagree.
"We played them tough in the
first half down there," Crump
said. "We were within striking
distance at halftime. We lost our
composure in the second half. The
crowd got into it - they have a
great crowd down there - and we
lost our cool. We hurt ourselves.
They didn’t hurt us."
"I don’t think (the Aggies) play
well on the road," Wasserburger
said. "We’ll have the crowd on
our side. We’ll be the sandwich
game for them. They play Utah
State on Thursday. us on Saturday
and Vegas after that. So they may
be thinking Vegas."
Aggie senior forward Reggie
Jordan leads New Mexico State in
scoring, with a 15.5 points-pergame average and with rebounding, at 7.5 boards per game. Other
key players include junior forward
Tracey Ware and senior guard
Randy Brown.
Ware is second on the team in
scoring with a 12.1 points per
game average and Brown contributes 11.9 points per game while
handing out 6.7 assists.
"They may have a little bit more
quickness down low," Wasserburger said. "But we match up
well with their guards."
"We definitely match up in
size, but they’re very quick and
athletic." Crump said.
A big factor in the Spartans’
ability to counter the Aggies inside game will be the play of SJSU
center Mike Brotherton.
Brotherton got his first start of
the season in the Spartans’ 72-71
victory over Fresno State on Saturday. The 6-foot-9 freshman center
responded with 20 points and nine
rebounds.

Hillary Schalit - Daily staff photographer

Mike Wasserburger goes up for two in SJSU’s 94-92 victory over
Fresno State. SJSU faces New Mexico State on Saturday night.
"Mike’s playing good and we
need that," Wasserburger said.
"He’s the kind of player who can
bang inside and get their big men
in foul trouble. If he keeps playing
this way he could be freshman of
the year in the conference."
If the Spartans can wrangle a
win from the Aggies it would put
them in a considerably better position for a berth in the conference
playoffs. Only the top eight teams
in the conference qualify for postseason play. The Spartans are in
ninth place in the conference with
three games to go. but two teams

just ahead of them in the standings,
Long Beach State and Fresno
State, have each lost two games to
SJSU this season.
::"We’re 11/2 games out of fifth
and if we tie with Long Beach or
Fresno we go (to the conference
playoffs)," Wasserburger said.
"Our goal is sixth place. We want
to get in but we don’t want to finish eighth and have to play Vegas
in the first round."
SJSU finishes its regular season
at conference cellar dweller UC-Irvine next Thursday, and at UCSanta Barbara on March 2.
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Spartan Ually

Freshman uses experince to guide SJSU
gymnastics team through tough times
By Shigeru Nishlwaki
Daily staff writer

While most freshmen spend
their first year of college adjusting
to a a new environment. Staci
Wicklund has been making a name
for herself in gymnastics meets as
the Spartans’ top newcomer.
In only her first year of collegiate competition, Wicklund has
shown the maturity of a veteran
gymnast.
Born and raised in Auburn,
Washington, a suburb of Seattle.
Wicklund showed early signs of
talent while growing up.
"When she was a little tyke
about not even a year old, she used
to throw herself out of the crib and

’When I was six years
old, my mom put me in
tap, ballet and tumbling
lessons. I hated ballet.
Staci Wicklund,
Spartan gymnast
we figured she had to be in gymnastics," said her father Erv, a
home builder in Auburn.
However. Wicklund did not get
involved in gymnastics until a few
years later, when a tumbling instructor happened to discover her
talents.
"When I was six years old, my
mom put me in tap, ballet and tumbling lessons," Wicklund said. "I
hated ballet. I liked tap and I actually loved tumbling.
"I was way advanced in the
class, and I was only six years old.
so my teacher recommended to my
mom that I join a club."
So Wicklund. under the advice
of her tumbling instructor, joined
Diaz Gymnastics, a club in nearby
Kent, Wash.
Soon, gymnastics became more
than a part of her leisure life.
"You couldn’t keep her out of
the gym when she first started

gymnastics," recalled her mother
lone. "It was like she didn’t want
a day off from gymnastics."
Stardom did not take long to
come to the young gymnast. At the
age of II. she won the state’s
Class II championship in the balance beam event. A year later, she
captured the uneven bars.
In 1990, she became the Level 9
Western United States champion in
the uneven bars, which she calls
her "most memorable moment."
Her decision to come to SJSU
was influenced by long-time friend
and now-Spartan assistant coach
Wayne Wright. The two first met
in 1984, during a meet in Hawaii,
where Wright was a coach.
"I’ve always known she was
talented," Wright said. "I think
she is a very talented gymnast that
hasn’t peaked yet."
Working with Wicklund has
been a mutual learning process,
Wright said.
"I’ve kind of learned gymnastics by using Staci." he said. "The
small and talented are always used
as the guinea pigs."
Wicklund’s presence at SJSU
has been a bright spot in a season
that began with a disappointing 0-6
record. Her performance thus far
has helped make up for some key
pre-season losses.
Three-time school record holder
Kriss Miller and three-year standout Marcee McClelland suffered
career-ending injuries last December. Another promising newcomer, Kerry Maybee, also sustained an injury during the third
meet of the season against UCSanta Barbara and is being
redshirted.
In January, just two days before
her 19th birthday, Wicklund won
the uneven bars event against
Southern Utah State with a score of
9.65, tying the school record held
by teammate Jodi Solod.
Wicklund almost matched that
performance against UC-Davis on
Sunday, scoring a 9.6 in the bars.
in addition to a 9.5 in the floor

Sports women to be honored
Daily staff report

Two SJSU women will he
honored on Sunday in Sacramento.
Associate Athletic Director
Mary Zimmerman and softball
second baseman Roz Rios will
be recognized in conjunction
with the Northern California
Girls and Women in Sports
1NAGWS) Day.
Zimmerman will receive a
"Special Citation" award for
her contributions towards the
advancement of girls and
women is sports.
At SJSU, she has been instrumental in directing the Walk for
Women of Sparta. the nation’s
largest single-event fundraiser
by women, for women. The
Walk has raised in excess of SI
million in its 10 years of existence.
Zimmerman also serves as
the director of the Bud Light
National Invitational Softball
Tournament, a 16-team event
that annually attracts the na-

tion’s top softball teams to Twin
Creeks Sports Complex in Sunnyvale.
Rios, a SJSU senior, was an
essential part of the Spartan
softball team that finished 34-28
last season and earned its first
ever bid to the NCAA playoffs.
In only its fifth year in exislance, the team finished tied for
ninth nationally.
Rios was the team’s top offensive star, batting .328 with
19 RBI’s. This year she is currently hitting .167 with 3 RBI’s
for the Spartans (4-0).
The Spartan second baseman
has also earned several awards
for her accomplishments in the
classroom. She bacame SJSU’s
first-ever woman athlete in any.
sport to earn Academic All America honors, as she was
named to the second team last
season. This year. Rios is the
team’s female representative as
the Big West Conference
Scholar Athlete of the year.

San Jose State University

CAMPUS MINISTRY
Catholic Newman Community - Fr Mark Neary
Sr. Judy Ryan
Lutheran Campus Ministry- Rev. Norb Firnhaber
United Campus Christian Ministry (UCCM) - Rev Penny Mann
Invites you to

-Lull ieran Service 10:00 a.m.
-Catholic Mass
6:00 pm.
8:00 p.m.(St Joseph’s Cathedral)
-Daily Mass (LENT) Noon

AGAPE COMMUNITY
Chip Loven

Daily staff photographer

-Tuesday, February 26 5:30 p m
-Tuesday, March 12 5:30 pm.

BIBLE STUDY
Gymnast Staci Wicklund prepares for the uneven bars. Her effort
this year has helped make up for the loss of injured seniors.
- Noon Thursdays, Student Union, Montalvo Room
exercise, also just .05 shy of the 14th hest score in S IS1
PILGRIMAGE RETREAT
school record. She also finished
"Staci is a very talented athlete.
- March 8-10
second in the all-around competi- she works hard in the gym" said
tion with a career-high 36.9. the SJSU head coach Jackie Walker.
LENT EVENTS
"She is in general. physically
- Thursdays, 6.00 p m
more powerful. she is a real strong
COUNSELING
gymnast . ’
Despite her high achievements.
Wicklund has set modest goals for
300 South 10th Street
herself
(at the corner of 10th
"I wouldn’t say that I have a
place in Mrs. B(ione’s high school Harvey to Washington as the 12th goal." she said. "I just try to do
and San Carlos)
English class. Though by the time pick in the 1988 draft. Horace re- whatever makes me happy or try to
(408)
298--0204
Harvey got to the end of the tale negotiated his contract before the do my hest at whatever I do "
start of this season to break the s I
million-a-year harrier; Har
’Every time I call his
who has raised his per-game scot
ing and rebounding averages i
house now, I ask for
18.9 and 7.5 respectively and ,
Donald Trump. And he among the most improved plav
in the league this season, will havc
The toughest iob
tells me, ’Don’t call
to wait until his current deal exyou’ll ever love
here until you’re in the pires to cross the threshhold.
"Every time I call his house
million-dollar club. ’
now. I ask for Donald Trump.’"
Harvey Grant, Harvey said. "And he tells me.
NBA player ’Don’t call here until you’re in the
million-dollar club ... Even when
with both of them being punished, we played on the same team, we
it would seem he got stuck with the always tried to outdo each other.’
short end of the stick. Again.
In Tuesday night’s 118-113 win
Until recently. it had been so
by Chicago, Horace spent most of
since the day they were horn.
On July 4. 1965. Horace arrived the game chasing the Bullets’ brilnine minutes ahead of Harvey and liant scorer. Bernard King, while
still looks back at him, growing to Harvey was matched against the
6-foot -I0 and 235 pounds. com- Bulls’ rising star. Scottie Pippcn.
But on at least a dozen occa
pared to his brother’s 6-9 and 215.
Both starred at Hancock (Ga.) sions, one or the other got rubbed
Central High. hut Horace blos- off on a switch or came around a
somed into a star at Clemson first. pick and found himself looking in
Harvey. told by the coaches after the mirror. For the record. Harvey
his freshman year there that he played 4.1 minutes, scoring 18
would see few minutes, spent a points and grabbing five rebounds
year as a redshirt and eventually before fouling out. Horace. play
Your first job after graduation should offer you
ing 39 minutes, scored just six
transferred to Oklahoma.
Horace went to Chicago as the points and collected eight re
more than just a paycheck. We can offer you art
lath pick overall in the 1987 draft; bounds.
experience that lasts a lifetime.

Grant twins continue to play gags after
starting promising careers in the NBA
Imagine
CHICAGO (AP)
"The Patty Duke Show" played
out against the backdrop of the
NBA.
When they were at their zaniest
a few seasons hack, identical twins
Horace Grant of the Chicago Bulls
and Harvey Grant of the Washington Bullets did more than imagine
it. They switched uniforms during
wartnups to see how long they
could go before teammates found
them out.
"It was fun while it lasted, but ii
didn’t last long." Horace Grant recalled Tuesday, moments before
the brothers faced off for the I 1th
time in their pro careers. "And as
a gag. it didn’t rank up there with
some of our others..
"If I had to pick one, it would
be the tune we were both at Clemson and I was supposed to go out
with this girl who I didn’t like, hut
who really liked me. So I told Harvey. ’This is your chance.’
"Well, she didn’t realize we’d
switched until later that evening
and she didn’t like it a hit. The
word Harvey still uses to describe
her." Horace paused. flashing a
grin, "is hysterical."
Needless to say. Harvey didn’t
remember that episode with similar
fondness. And when asked to recount his favorite switch, he settled on the time he took Horace’s

.
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PUT YOUR DEGREE
TO WORK
WHERE IT CAN DO
A WORLD OF GOOD.
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SPORTS COMPLEX
9880 JACKSON ROAD
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5 Private Companies, 21 Cities & Counties, 3 Federal Agencies,
20 School Districts and 5 Community Colleges.
These employers represent 14,000+ new hires per year.
Admission is Free for Career Seekers!
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Working together with people in a diffe,.ent
culture is something you’ll never forget. It’s
a learning experience everyone can benefit from.
In Science or Engineering, Education, Agriculture,
or Health, Peace Corps projects in developing
countries around the world are bringing help where
it’s needed.
If you’re graduating this year, look into a unique
opportunity to put your degree to work where it can
do a world of good. Look into Peace Corps.
Peace Corps at San Jose This Week...
Info Table: Tues Thurs, Feb19 21, 10am 3pm
Front of Student Union
Flint Shows: Tues, Feb19, 12 lpm, Student Union, Montalvo Room.
Thurs, Feb 21, 7 8.30 pm, San Jose Main Library
For an application or more Information call Peace Corps, collect, at

(415)744-2677
SENIORS APPLY NOW
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Talent proven in Morse Band’s album
By Pam Schatz
Cameras’’, staff writer
The Steve Morse Band proves
its talent on their debut album,
"Southern Steele."
The album is purely instrumental and full of guitar sound,

but it’s not heavy metal. it’s melodious rock.
The music doesn’t compare to
traditional experiences of rock
such as the groups Van Haien
and Scorpions. It sounds more

like Kansas.
The influence of Kansas Morse’s music harmonizes with each tune. All
shows through because Morse
joined Kansas for two of the 10 songs on the recording leave you with a
group’s albums,"Power" and
"In the Spirit." Morse toured different feeling.
with Kansas after the albums.
From the perspective of some- of rhythmic guitar action.
fulled-toned and euphonious.
one who has grown to appreciate
Morse’s songs "Cut to the Side two, "Southern Steele,"
classical and new age music Chase" and "Simple Simon" and "Point Counterpoint." parrather than rock, Morse’s style is are rowdy, fierce, fiery and fast tially sounds like the group
impressive.
paced. They arouse adventure Rush. Both songs are resonant
Morse’s music harmonizes with their tone of cowboy rock.
and soft-sounding with a mixwith each tune. All 10 songs on
"Vista Grande" is an emo- ture of guitar and synthesizer.
the recording leave you with a tional, sweet-sounding tune,
You wouldn’t listen to this
different feeling. Throughout with the guitar and synthesizer music in such places as a coffee
the album the music fluctuates spreading out harmoniously house or a book store, rather you
from scratchy to gentle guitar throughout the song. This track may find this music in a smokey
sounds. It’s jariy. zesty and full and "Wolf Song’ are rich, action-filled place.

’Scenes from a Mall’ a flavor of sour grapes
But his latest movie, "Scenes
Paul Mazursky is a master of From a Mall," is like a glass of
intimacy. He has a keen eye for cheap, domestic champagne.
the everyday glitches in human Made from chemicals and not
relationships, and a sharp wit for grapes, it leaves a hitter aftertaste, and you wonder why
storytelling.
As a writer, "The Blackboard you bothered in the first place.
The movie starts with promJungle" (1955) was tough and
ise. Afterall. Mazursky is directing and Bette Midler and Woody
Scenes From a Mall
Allen star. But nothing really
happens in the short, 87-minute
movie, except that in the space
of half a day, a marriage takes a
tumble or two.
Rating: R
Deborah and Nick Fifer are
Starring: Woody Allen,
celebrating their 16th wedding
Bette Midler.
anniversary by shipping their
Director: Paul Mazursky.
two children off to a ski week’Spananheacr scale is best of 5
end and throwing a shushi dinner party for their friends.
Deborah (Midler) is a bestrealistic. His send-up of the
’60s, "I Love You, Alice B. selling author and highly suepsychologist:
Nick
Toklas." captured hash brow- cessful
(Allen) is a sports lawyer who
nies and a freaky Peter Sellers.
As a director, his debut film rakes in millions by parlaying
"Bob & Carol & Ted & Alice" sneaker endorsements. They live
is now considered a classic look an antiseptic life in the Hollyat marriage and sex. and "Harry wood Hills, slaves to their beepand Tonto" was a poignant por- ers and jobs.
All is Iovey-dovey until Nick
trait of aging.
His most recent works, confesses an affair. She ex"Down and Out in Beverly plodes, the party is off, the marHills" and "Enemies, A Love riage is off. Then they make up.
Story," were rich tapestries of The party is on. the marriage is
on.
specific lifestyles.
Associated Press

aa

HOME OF THE KAMIKAZE
Yes,
every night
of the week
at the...

SlachAllOafth
(408) 354-2200
141 1/2 N. Santa Cruz Ave.
Los Gatos, CA.

She confesses an affair. He
hyperventilates, the party is off,
the marriage is off.
With each parting of the way,
the shushi is dumped and fresh
sushi has to be purchased. If one
adds the anniversary presents
they pick up for each other, the
caviar and champagne, new outfits and the margarita stop, the
trip to the mall was a pricey adventure.
There
are
mild laughs
throughout, and Midler is marvelous as the angry wife from
hell. She and Allen bounce
along well together, and their
performance together is entertaming. But his whiney wimp
does tire very quickly.
There’s a very dark feel to this
movie. These are not likable or
even interesting people. If there

is a tragedy, it is perhaps that
their worst problem is boredom.
The Touchstone Pictures release was produced and directed
by Mazursky. with Pato Guzman and Patrick McCormick as
co-producers. Mazursky cowrote with Roger L. Simon. The
movie is rated R.
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Read it then recycle it

)4
Juan Cabral spins Manhnoush Harirsaz, as
the two rehearse for their scheduled show,

0011 Rchey
CenterStage staff photographer
’An offering of Beauty to the World.’ Saturday in Morris Dailey Auditorium.

Group brings hot dancing,
vigorous music to SJSU
By Precy (7orreos
Noy stet writer
High energy, lively music
with conga drums and maracas
heat through the veins of live
dancers. Their arms are outstretched, shoulders shaking and
feet shuffling along to the vigorous pounding of salsa sound.
Latin dancer and choreographer. Juan Cabral practices with
his dancers at the Copacahana
night club in San Jose for an upcoming cultural event at SJSU’s
Morris Dailey Auditorium on
Saturday Feb.23.
The An and Culture Society
or San Jose will be presenting
"An Offering of Beauty to the
World." featuring five artists of
modern and traditional music.
dancing and poetry.
Featured are performances
from Brazilian capoeira (a martial arts form accompanied by
music). Mexician folklore guitar, and the Latin dances; tango.
salsa and flamenco. Persian and
Vietnamese music and dances
are also scheduled.
The tango dance was banned
in the past. Cabral said, because
of the physical contact. He was

the assistant choreographer for
the motion picture "Salsa," a
macho and sexy dance routine
where boy meets girl, flirts with
her and she shuns his advances.
"We’ll he doing a hot salsa
number, a duet to slow, romantic ballads and some contemporary dancing also."
(’apoeira. a martial art form
that began in Brazil, is somewhat like Ludo. About the time
of slavery in Brazil. African
slaves developed a type of fighting to rise against the slave masters. Without knowing, the slave
masters thought they were dancing, hut it was a covert training
for one another to fight a revolution against the slave masters.
Calxvira will he performed
by master Wagner Bueno and
his Brazilian troup accompanied
by zamba tunes of modern Brazil and instrumentals.
Former SJSU drama graduate.
Adrian Vargas will he playing
Mexican Corridos, a folklore
guitar form.
Primavera. meaning springtime, will he sung by Vargas.
It’s a bolero style rhythm and the
song shows a parallel between a

beautiful, mysterious woman
who comes and goes and the
passing of springtime. Vargas
said.
He’ll also be playing some
contemporary music from the
’60s and ’70s of brown-eyed
children and the struggle of farm
workers in the U.S. called "De"GuantanaAnd
portee . ’
mera.’ a popular Cuban folk
song about a man who toils the
fields and his love for the lush.
green mountains and the warmth
of the earth.
Vargas, who spent 13 years
traveling all over the United
States and Mexico with a Chicano theater group, is now currently involved with Teatro Vision and leading workshops for
its members.
Mahnoush flarirsaz, a Persian
dancer, will he performing an
expressive social theme showing
the good and had elements of society. The dance portrays a balance with life and the coming together of people.
"Our purpose is to bring all
aspects of society and culture together in one show," Harirsaz
said.

Houston fmds number one again
Assooated Press

The following are the top10 records for this week:
I ."All the Man that I
Houston
Whitney
Need"
(Arista)
You
Make
2."Gonna
Sweat" C&C Music Factory
featuring Freedom Williams
(Columbia)--Platinum (More

than one million units sold.)
3. "One More Try" Timmy
T (Quality)
4."Someday"
Mariah
Carey ((’olumbia)
5."Where Does My Heart
Beat Now" Celine Dion
(Epic)
6. "The First Time" Surface (Columbia)--Gold (More

than 5(K0.0t)t) singles !sold 1
7. "Wicked Game" Chris
lsaak (Reprise)
K." l’ II Give All My Love to
You" Keith Sweat (Vintertainment)
9."Disappear" INXS IA!
lantiel
10.-1 Saw Red" Warrant
(Columbia)

irLATE

91

NIGHT HAPPY HOUg

DRINK

WED-SAT 8PNI TIE 10 pm.
SUN 8PNI TII, 11 pm

NO COVER BEFORE 9PM
WEDNESDAY

YOU 0 IT TO YOURSELF

Free with student 1.1) or Green Card

CUT IT OFF
BOB t UP &DOWN-r
INDULGE
THE ECLECTIC MIX
Free haircuts by Debut Salon
Free with student I.D. or Green Card

D.J. Julius Papp Free Before 9pm

The Juiceman Spins Free Before 9pm

$1 Drinks til Ilpm - no cover
D.J. Julius Papp

ALWAYS 2 I & OVER DINING & DANCING 8PM-2AM WED-SUN
FREE PARKING ON 2ND ST. BY NAIL GUARD BUILDING
200N ST a ST JAMES SAN JOSE 408029202212
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9-toroscope

What’s going on for the weekend of Feb. 22

for the week of Feb. 24

ON CAMPUS:

Lecture-a-Thon "Our Town: A City/Campus Dialog for the
90s," Phi Kappa Phi presents an afternoon of lectures on a wide
range of issues including history, business, sports, performing
arts and many others. The Lecture-a-Thon, in the Engineering
Auditorium, starts Friday at 7 a.m and continues until 8:30 p.m.
Admission is free.

ries

(Mar. 21 -Apr. 19) Use this great week to stack the bricks in your favor. Build a bridge for travel,
not a wall for isolation. Sunday is used by the wise and wasted by the forgetful.

Taurus:

(Apr. 20 -May 20) This is the time to get off to the races early. Be confident and unique because
by Tuesday you’ll need to look for hidden messages and deep motives. Use your creativity to
understand the complicated.

(,errunl

(May 21 -June 20) Your neighboring moons in the next few days will leave your carefree
personality with the ability to break the leash you had put on it by mistake. In the process, don’t
forget the unforgettable.

Cancer:

(June 21 -July 22) Your humor Icts you see the similarities between poetry and propaganda. Your
emotions peck with an intellectual, social, multi -gender event that lets the affectionate Cancer misc

Leo:

(July 23 -Aug. 22) The gods created this week for you cool cats. Sure, everyone else is having a

Community forum -- "Healing the Wounds of Racism," The
Black Faculty and Staff Ascrtriation plans to hold this forum in
the Student Union Saturday from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Poetry reading Adrienne Rich, the lamer visiting professor at
SJSU is scheduled to read and discuss her poetry tonight at 8 p.m.
in the Music Concert Hall. She will also hold a poetry seminar
Friday at noon in the Spartan Memorial Chapel.

SAN

JOSE:

Craft festival This
festival, held at the San Jose Convention
Center is the largest of its kind in the United States, including
homemade. crafts shown by artists from all over the country. The
festival is scheduled to take place Friday through Sunday. For
times and information call 277-5277.
Opera San Jose "Elixir of Love," the comedy which circles
around the phenomenon of a common bottle of wine turning into
a magical love potion. The show starts Saturday at 8 p.m. in the
Montgomery Theater and runs through Mar. 9. Tickets arc
available through BASS outlets.
Stick show Cactus Club will hold a record -release party for
Bob Culbertson’s new album "African Rain." Culbertson, a 1984
SJSU graduate will perform his latest worts along with Emmett
Chapman, "Inventor of the Stick," formally called the Chapman
Stick Touch Board. The pony starts Sunday at 7 p.m. Admission
is $7.

blast, but they’re looking at the king of the jungle for approval. When asked if you enjoy this
food, drink and beauty, you reply "I do, I do, I do."
Virgo:

(Aug. 23 -Sept 22) Your well -needed rest only comes after all work is complete. Relax, you will
get it done and the clear vision ahead makes sense it’s "Miller Time" (splurge for the 12 -pack).

Libra:

(Sept. 23 -Oct. 22) We Venus ruled signs need to be careful when things start going our way too
long we over indulge. Don’t earn that Procrastinator sticker everyone is trying to pin on you.

Scorpio:

(Oct. 23 -Nov. 21) STOP! Look around you. Things aren’t as bad as they seem. Take reality
inventory. Put down your guard and let that special someone plant a big wet one.

Sagittarius:

(Nov. 22 -Dec. 20) O.K., your pearl isn’t going to roll into your palm. Your fingers are going to
have a difficult time opening that oyster but the fun is in trying. Wednesday proves critical.

Capricorn:

(Dec. 21 -Jan. 19) Monday’s new adventure highlights coming events. Those important
organizational skills need to be stressed because when communicating, know when to say when.

Aquarius:

(Jan. 20 -Feb. 18) The rules you set are meant to be broken, don’t get caught in the change and
don’t scare the rest of us with your unpredictable nature.
(Feb. 19 -Mar. 20) Your day has come, the ground hog rose up, turned its furry little body arourid
and smiled nght into the camera for you. Used properly, your beauty covers all ugliness.

Brad Detanna

MOVIES OPENING THIS WEEKEND:
"Scenes from a Mall" starring Heat Midler and Woody Allen as a
perfect couple from Beverly Hills. The couple try to put together
their 16th anniversary party, but find that all is not perfect in a
Beverly Hills Mall.
"He Said, She Said" stars Kevin Bacon as Dan Hanson and
Elizabeth Perkins as Lone Brycr, Both Hanson and Brycr arc
newspaper reporters who have fallen in love, although they have
contrasting views on everything. The filmmakers carefully sided
the movie so that both characters have their say.

CenterStage

One More Time
The clock is running out on the 1990-91 college basketball
season. The Spartans last home contest will be Saturday,
February 23 at 7:30 pm as they host Top 20 foe, New
Mexico Sate in the Event Center.

Spartan Basketball
VS
I
leVit)/UPS
CHINESE CUISINE- -FOOD TO GO
’Mandarin & Szechuan Cuisine /40.
’Box Lunches To Go
Lunch and Dinner
’Catering Available
Open Daily 294-3303 or 98-9427
1 1:30-9:00pm
Closed Mondays

131. E. Jack, 6 Street

6 Blocks North of Santa rill:a 1....1ween 3rd and 4111’4n, t

New Mexico State
Saturday, February 23 7:30pm

Stan Morrison, I lead
Basketball Coach asks
fans to come out one
more time.

Tickets are available at the Event Center Box Office
(7th & San Carlos ) or by calling 924-6333
Photo by: Ron Fried
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Cultural diversity
not hype for Chagall
Group combines
jazz and rock sound
Ks Jack Trageser
CenterStage staff writer
Chagall Guevara has joined
the growing list of hands attempting to capitalize on the
niche REM. created in the rock
music industry, and it might succeed despite itself.
Around five years ago,
REM. combined the southern
flair of Lynard Skynard with a
melancholy, simplistic sound
derivative of The Cure. Since
then, countless groups have

KSJS
90.7 FM
Top five lists for the
week of Feb. 18
RHYTHM WAVE SONGS
(Weekdays)
I. -DIE FOR OIL SUCKERS’

- JELLO BIAFRA
2. ’JIHAD’
- TEST DEPARTMENT
3. ’LAMENT’
- THE RESIDENTS
4. "BACK TO THE RIVERS OF
BELIEF’
- ENIGMA
5. "BOOTS’
- VARIOUS ARTISTS
BEETSFRE 0 FRITH
CREATIVE SOURCE
ALB ums
(Weekends)
I. HOT STUf F

- BARBARA DE NA(R FIN
2. Sups
- PAT COOL

3. HOMAGE 70 CHARLIE
PARKER
- PARiS ALL-STARS
4. haat&
- TJEROME HARRIS
5. &a
- CHCK COREA
AKOUSTIC BAND

emerged from Nashville, the
place where Elvis gave birth to
rock ’n roll, and other southern
mecca’s of music.
The members are, in no par-

SJSU’s Best
Here’s your chance to name the best! Write in your picks for the following
categories, then drop this list off at the Spartan Daily, Wahlquist Library North,
room 104 or at the Student Union information booth. Be sure you get them in
by Tuesday Feb. 26. The top choices will be published in next week’s
CenterStage.
campus hangout class cleanest building deli sandwich -

icular order. Wade Jaynes ( lik
hat’s a real name) on bass ginar. Mike Mead on drums, I.
Arthur Nichols on guitar and ocals and Steve Taylor on vocals.
In their debut album, also
called Chagall Guevara. the
band offers tidbits of southern
rock, jazz, rough-around-theedges Clash-type rock, and
Latin music.
Nearly every song starts out
with a clean rhythm, all instruments harmonizing yet still discernable from each other. But
that quickly changes, in less
than a minute for most of the
cuts. The majority of the songs
wander off into a different style
and never return, an ill result of
Chagall Guevara’s attempt at individuality.
The first song. "Murder in
the Big House," opens up with
an unpolished guitar and drum
lead, reminiscent of R.E.M.’s
early days. But as it continues
and the vocals begin, the unity
of the instruments dissipates into
what sounds like a music class
warming up. Instead of rising
above, the vocals in this song
seem crushed beneath rough guitar licks and relentless drums. I
imagine this is by design since
MCA Records, the group’s
label, is by no means a shabby
outfit.
As the album progresses. the
diversity of Chagall Guevara becomes all too apparent. On the
second side. "Love is a Dead
Language" mixes no less than
three types of music; rock. latin
and jazz. The result is a song as
memorable and catchy as the
group’s name, which sounds
more like a 16th century painter
than a rock hand.
Chagall Guevara has the talent and fresh insight needed for
success. but they attempt to appeal to too wide an audience.
The band’s problem is one of
marketing. not music. By putting out an album that has roots
in such a wide range of cultures.
it will lose more in southern rock
support than it gains by targeting
fans of alternative music. If they
are supposed to be rock with a
flavor of jazz or Latin music, the
seasonings kill the taste.

drink Greek parties happy hour health club hot dog instructor local band night club parking spot radio station rcataurant bargain restaurant to take a date spring break spot sporting event study area sun spot transportation to campus weekend activity -

Recycle Your Unwanted CDs
...16r cash or CDs!

over 5000
used Cps m
hoose fr

$11.88
Billboard
Top 30

per most CDs

MA

7

Buy 6 used CDs
Get 1 FREE!

B
C.
XCHRfIG

ABCD EXCIIANGE
109 E Santa Clara St
Betneen .11 & 4th
next tn Clwrinn Station

294-0345
1101 RS MO TI1114 Into
FRI sAT In MID sEN M9es 9

$A1N yOcFDF
SAIL ITEMS
EXCLUDIO
’,1St)
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‘Superbowl’ of muscles raises money
Muscles flexed in an effort to
raise money for the Santa Clara
County Crippled Childrcns Society at the San Jose Civic Auditiorium on Saturday.
The society earned $1,860 as
its portion of the proceeds from
the 1991 San Jose Bodybuilding
Championships. Jill Ruscigno, a
development officer for the society. said the money will be
spent on "general equipment"
io benefit the clinic facility.
"We try to do something for a
charity every year," said Paul
Love, promotor of the event.
Love said that the society benefitted in 1985 and that he wanted
to help them out again.
Dubbed "Superbowl XI’’, the
competition attracted a crowd of
approximately 1.9(a) according
to auditorium events coordinator
Joel Takemoto, who added that
650 of those people were present
for the prejudging that took
place earlier in the day.
ABOVE: Novice -middleweights pose for judges in
preliminary judging for the 1991 World Body Building
Championships held at the San Jose Civic Auditorium
Saturday. Right: Novice- Heavyweight Larry Martinez
shows off his ’Herculean’ type muscles in final judging.
Below: Marla, ’Miss Fitness USA’ presents the men’s 1991
novice-lightweight championship trophy to Cecil John.

Story By Bryan Gold

Dennis Newman won the
overall competition while San
Jose product Mark Byers captured the teen division.
In addition to these events, at
World Gym in San Jose. seventime Mr. Olympia Lee Haney
hosted a training seminar.
Haney. who hosts a program
shown on ESPN, was assisted
by World Champion Diana Dennis and Pro Ironman Chamion
Shawn Ray. a relative newcomer to the professional ranks.
World Gym employee Gordon Balena said "the club was
packed and everyone was real
positive."
Love said that the San Jose
Grand Prix. another bodybuilding competition, will be held on
campus at the Events Center on
April 20. He expects about 15 of
the world’s top professionals to
compete among the estimated
75-80 contestants.

Photos By Rocksford Takamatsu
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Musicians vocal
for animal rights
John Hesse
ceeterStege staff writer
I )i in’ t [men to the album
"Fame Yourself while scarfing down a Big Mac, because if
the cholesterol doesn’t kill you.
the guilt surely will.
Produced as a benefit for (he
People for the Ethical Treatment

RECORD
REVIEW
Animals
organization,
1.
-Tame Yourself" combines a
variety of musical styles. from
K.D. Lang to the B-52’s, to get
AL ross the same message in mually different ways stop
atielty to Animals.
The tracks on this album are
aimed against the exploitation of
animals, such as the raising of
animals for their fur, and raising
an animal so it can eventually
become dinner. So if you want
to eat while listening, think
salad.
For all its variety, the album
has an appealing uniqueness that
keeps it interesting and entertaining. not disjointed. As with
any other compilation album,
"Tame Yourself’ is a trade-off
between good and had tracks
front both unknown and wellknown artists.
Side one is an odd combination of the mechanical. synthesized sound of Howard Jones.
the mellow country of K.D.
Lang and a Pretenders track that
sounds like it was written by
Elvis Costello, hut it wasn’t.
The Pretenders song "Born
for a Purpose" was the last track
on side one. The hest was saved
for last, apparently. Vocalist
Chrissie Ilynde’s soothing lyrics
make a song with a dull, repetitive beat conic alive. A twangy
guitar was interspersed throughout that complimented Ilynde’s
voice.
Side one is not without other
notable tracks. Playing second
fiddle to the Pretenders is the
title track "Tame Yourself" by
Raw Youth, a rhythmic and
whining song that is reminiscent
of no one in particular, but
seems to he patterned after most
rhythmic whiners of the modernrock world.
Also on side one, worth noting only because listeners may
wish to prepare to skip it. is a
track by Fetchin’ Bones called
"Slaves." Try to imagine
heavy-metal and shrill vocals
with overtones of a dentist’s
drill. Yes, it’s that good if
you like heavy metal.
Also on side one is the song,

"I’ll Give You My Skin," by
the Indigo Girls featuring
R.E.M.’s Michael Stipe. This
solemn track sounds like either
jazz or blues, complete with the
high-pitched, muffled sound of a
trumpet. It’s entertaining and
appealing to listen to when in a
solemn mood, but not something
you’d be inclined to enjoy after
winning the lottery.
Side two starts off with a remix of Nina Hagen and Lene
Lovich’s "Don’t Kill the Animals." This is a weird track
with the funky, electrical
screeching of Hagen and Lovich
jumping around music with similar traits.
Also featured on side two are
Belinda Carlisle. Jane Weidlin,
Erasure (with Lene Lovich) and
Alcka’s Attic. None of these artist do anything really startling
musically to enjoy their
songs you probably need to like
their individual styles of playing
to begin with.
Carlisle’s quivering vocals in
"Bless the Beasts and the Children" conspired with a dumb
rock -guitar action to destroy a
decent song. Erasure’s "Rage"
sounded like recycled New
Order, and although it was OK
to listen to, it wasn’t very
unique.
Not all of side two was a disThe
appointment,
though.
"Asleep Too
Goosebumps
Long" was a nice, upbeat song
with energetic vocals, making it
the highlight of the side.
Finishing off side two was
"Do What I Have to Do" by
Exenc Cervenka. With unique.
off-key vocals, this hand finished "Tame Yourself" on a
strong note.
The album is scheduled to he
released this month, and will be
followed by a vegetarian banquet scheduled for Feb. 28 at the
New York Hard Rock Cafe, a
PETA news release said.
"Tame Yourself’ was produced with a grant from John
Paul Mitchell Systems, a hair
care company whose representatives say that their products are
not tested on animals The proceeds from the alhum’s sales
will benefit [’ETA’s animal
rights programs, the release
said.
"Tame Yourself’ is an album
that was created to make money.
to further the PETA cause. In
doing so. they happened to assemble an interesting combination of good and had songs. The
good outweigh the had, to some
extent, so if you can deal with
the guilt of eating another Big
Mac after listening to the album,
then give it a taste.

Taking off

Hillary Schalit

CenterStage staff photographer

Members of the U.C.I.A. chapter of Phi who performed in last weekend’s annual
Beta Sigma fraternity were among those Step Show for African Awareness Month.

’Guns II’
tops video
rentals list
1.’Young Guns II" (CBS Fox)
2."Die Hard 2: Die Harder"
(CBS-Fox)
3."Robocop 2" (Orion)
4. "Dick
Tracy"
(Touchstone)
Heaven"
5."My
Blue
(Warner)
6."The Freshman" (RCA-Co
lumbia)
7.’ ’The Adventures of Ford
Fairlane" (CBS -Fox)
8." Another 48 Hrs." (Par
amount)
9. "Bird on a Wire" (MCA Universal)
It). "Navy Seals" (Orion)
Woman’.
II ."Pretty
(Touchstone)
I 2.’Problem Child" (MCA
Universal)
13."Delta Force 2: Operation
Stranglehold" (Media)
Blues’
14 . "Mo’
Better
(MCA -Universal)
1 5 . ’ "fhe Hunt for Red (kttt
her’ ’ (Paramount)
16."Gremlins 2: The Nest
Batch" (Warner)
17."Total Recall" (Carole())
18."Back to the Future Part
III" (MCA-Universal)
19."Cadillac Man" (Orion)
20. "Ghost Dad" (MCA-Uni
versal)

’Dances’ keeps winning
LOS ANGELES (AP) --The western "Dances With
Wolves" continued its film
award stampede as its screenplay was nominated as one of
the year’s best by the Writers
Guild of America on Tuesday.
The WGA selected Michael Blake’s adaptation of
his novel "Dances With
Wolves" as one of the five
hest 1990 screenplays based
on material from another medium.
Two commercial hits
Bruce Joel Rubin’s "Ghost"
and J.F. Lawton’s "Pretty
L re among the
Woman"

selection% for hest script.
In addition to the script for
"Dances With Wolves,"
which collected a leading 12
Oscar nominations last week,
the adapted screenplay nominations were "Awakenings."
screenplay by Steven Zaillian; "GoodFellas." by Nicholas Pileggi & Martin Scorsese; "The Critters." by
Donald E. Westlake; and
"Reversal of Fortune." by
Nicholas Kazan.
Winners of the 43rd Annual Writers Guild Awards
will he announced March 20
at ceremonies in New York
and Beverly Hills

ceupon

Man

1=11

MMI

r FREE PIZZA DELIVERY i
$3.00 OFF mpg"’

$2.00 OFF Ark)p2::
135 W. Santa Clara St.

280-0707

Not good with any other offer
Expires March 7, 1991

’
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Hey! You just missed...
What’s happening this weekend!
If you want to find out what you missed,
turn back the page to. . .

CenterStage

Spartan Daily’s new weekly
entertainment tabloid.

